Abstract: A novel type of electronically tunable optical delay lines is proposed based on silicon photonics. The integrable devices can achieve delays as high as ~660 ps with a loss of < 2.2 dB.
Here, we propose compact, low loss and electronically tunable delay lines based on silicon photonics. The tunability is achieved at a constant wavelength via fee-carrier plasma effect, i.e., wavelength tuning is not needed. The schematic of the proposed devices are shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b). They consist of rib waveguides straddled with p-n junction diodes and gratings. By keeping the incident wavelength fixed, a forward voltage to the p-n junction will change the refractive index of the rib waveguide through free-carrier plasma effect. The change in refractive index blue shifts the whole delay spectrum of the device. As a result, the delay in the reflected light will increase or decrease depending on the slope of the delay spectrum in the operating range. Gaussian and raised-cosine profiles were used for the widths of the grating (see Figure 1(c) ). This was necessary to avoid impractically sharp variation of the delay spectrum (in uniform gratings) in the operating wavelength range and to synthesize a required smooth delay spectrum. Two types of Gaussian grating structures, labeled as "mesa" and "grooved" in Figure 1 (a) and (b) were studied. A third type of grating, namely, chirped raised-cosine, was also compared. Figure 2 shows the delay and the reflectivity spectra for the Gaussian types of devices studied at 0V and at the bias that gives maximum delay, V max . By an increase in the applied voltage, refractive index decreases due to the freecarrier plasma effect, which in turn blue shifts the whole delay spectrum. Blue shift in the spectrum of the device will increase or decrease the delay in the reflected light depending on the slope of the delay spectrum in the operating range. If the slope is positive in the operating range and the incident wavelength is fixed at the lowest wavelength value in the range, the delay in the reflected light will increase with an increase in the applied voltage (see Figure 3(a) ). The opposite is true for a negative slope.
The grooved-type Gaussian (Figure 2 (b) ) and mesa-type chirped raised-cosine devices (not shown here) have negative slopes and have superior characteristics over the mesa-type Gaussian device which possesses a positive slope (Figure 2 (a) ) in its operating range. Longer delay leads to higher loss, since the light needs to effectively travel deeper into the device before getting reflected. Therefore, in positive slope devices, as the applied voltage increases, both carrier injection increases and also light travels deeper in the device in order to achieve a larger delay. On the other hand, in negative slope devices, at 0V the delay is maximal (see Figure 3(a) ). But since carrier injection is very small at this bias, the large delay does not result in higher free-carrier losses (see Figure 3(b) ). Accordingly, at high biases, although there is huge free-carrier absorption per unit volume, the delay is minimal. Hence, light travel path before reflection is small and the overall free-carrier loss is less than the positive-slope case. Among the three types of devices studies, grooved type device outperforms the others with a tunability range of ~660 ps and an insertion loss of < 2.2 dB. 
